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Dear Lyril, 

Your letter of the 25th reflects eome misconceptions I want to correct, does not 
reflect the thought I hoped my lJtter would trigger, ane is separated from the context I had 
in mind, whether or not Ix succeeded in conveying it to you. Please understand that 1 am 
not accusing you of a lack of genuine interest or intergity. also understand that I an aware 
that with tee coaditions of my life I may succeed in conveying the op,osite of what intend 
from haste, from fatigue, from ecution, or simply from the length of explanations. 

To date, i have neither pnahandled you nor anyone else. I go as such a pace, I can't 
recall what trigeered this reaction from you. But the fact is tent rather than seeking a 
subsidy from those able to make it, if only in return for what they have asked of me and 
I have done foam them, they have not paid what for me today arc considerable sums. You'd 
be surprised at who some of these are and the entent of their wealth. Jhen i have been forced 
to borrow, I've only once asked any critic to lend me anything. I'll le,ver do it again, not 
with the idniliation I suffered as a result. I think you are entitled to an explanation, for 
ou seem to have misundertiood (and I intend no subtle crack here, I mean it straight). I have 

to pay my bank, which holds most but not all of my indebtedness, X1,250 a year on principal 
and abou, 6400 in interest. There came a tine ayear of so ago when moneys due me had not 
reached. me and this money was due. snowing this time was near and being with Bud, who wanted 
to talk to een instead of leaving to go to see old friends who had always and would then 
have loaned me money, I asked Bud for the 6400 for less than a month. cart of this was then 
in the oail to me and lost, the oher part due to be sent for some minor writing within a 
matter of about two weeks and was then in the channels of eaymnit within that corporation. 
Bud told me he didn't nave it. lou our I both kno.; that is false. I said no E102-, not even 
ebout the eoney, unbelievably, cud actually owed and still owes me, which ie another story, 
I'll no burden you with, bue it has much to do situ my attitudes. Well, I felt i had to 
stay ann consult with Bud as he then desires, for a reason I do not recall, ;.iii: thus i was 
not able to see the old friend from whom I had always been able to get the help to get over 
these recurring emereencies. As a result i had to melee an extra trip to eaahington eithin a 
few days, only to borrow the money. k;pinciding eith that, Bud again asks. me to meet with 
him. I went first to the place of business of this friend of many years. 	has a restaurant. 
ae was ill and resting in his office. I waited for 'aim to come out until tee time I was 
due at Bud's, then 1 left and rushed to bud's office, a fifteen—minut .• walk, gettine there 
out of breath. Le asked why, I told him and also said I'd have to leave by a certain time 
to 	to se.: this friend, who 1 knew would be up for his noonday trade. But askeL ue how long 
i expected to need the money and I told him about two to three weeks, depending on how long 
it tech the lost chuck to be found anti the other to go through bookke:Ting. no offered-
1 did not again ask him— to lend me this SUE, I accepted it, and without having to rsuh back 
to my fricnas, stayed for the conference he deoired. iLbout 10 days later i got one of 
these checks. I deposited it, drew a sum for the exact amount, for my account woule then 
cover it, ails a day or teo later, when Bud was not in, left it with his secretary, telling 
her that as seen as the other came, I'd pay the balance. Bud returned to his office, returned 

check with a most insulting not about subsidies, and if you want to see the kind of 
humiliations over and above the pverty I elect to which I am needlesslt subjected, I'oo send 
you a photocopy. '.ihen, within the time I had estimated, probably no mor, th.n three days 
aft r thie insulting ltter, I got the second check, I nailed Bud the repayment in full. One 
or two osher cases can expand this, bit I regard it as unnecessary. i recall no other case 
in which I have asked a critic for any financial help I can show you thousands that are 
owed me by critics, literally thousands in the plural. But I ask for no money, and 1 do 
without. This also means that the work I do is thus wanting. Infrequently, a  few friends send 
me minor contributions, when they can afford it. TO the best of ray kaowledge, of the critics 
and friends of the critics, these are those least able to afford it andm to :Alt it on a 
different basis, these contribu,ions do noc begin to cover my actual costs in cash alone of 
providing for those who chose to come here and consult mu files or for the copies of documents 
they ask of me. 3o, lot the record be clear, 1  have asked no financial help from you. Let it 
also be clear that you have no obligation to help me financially. Whatever I said din not 
have this as its purpose. In a seven—and—a—half page letter I said much. The one thing I can 



say and expect you to understand is teat if I took this much time I h
ad to have some serious 

purpose. You apeear to have not detected it or to have ava
ideu is or I to have made it 

unclear ur hidden it with an effort to out other things into a contex
t you also aetear not 

to have correctly divined. 

;diet I did repeat a reauest for, what you repeatedly promised me and
 have not elven, 

you ignore. it is a couple of sages on spectros and n-a tests. I leav
e you with that, but 

whether or not. you promieed it, as you did, why if you have all this
 great syipathy for my 

plight, have I had to arite you so damned many times without getting 
it to this day, after 

I have coapletea that writing? As I said, your telling me how ereat 
I am is soaethiue i do 

not need and can't nerve the same purpose. 

What does concern me is that you did not consult with ue prior to in
itiating a request 

to see the pictures and L-rays, while you did consult with others who to your Xaowleaged 

lack the knowledge 1  have. What also concerns me is that your attitu
de is like haliburton's 

on climbing an 4p just to seit froa the top, it was there. iou e.hie,
 perforce, done lit de 

original work in the field. 'ibis to not to fault you. Your life ana o
ther co, eitaents 

have precluded that. But xx as a responsible man, after the passing o
f all this time, ought 

you no be asking what will happen if I an accepted and allowed to vi
ew this film? Can it 

be that you are so lacking in political understanding or the realitie
s of modern life in the 

U.S. or the problous faced by these responsible for this monatrous mi
scarriage that it 

miant be just a bit more than your being able to cone out and say the
y do not supeort the 

official fiction or ahat i know if you see the genuane stuff you will
 be able to say, it 

destroys it? I have been telling you for more than a year that have 
just theta proof and 

these readings in my possession and 1 have been asking you, fruitless
ly, so cam: ens see it. 

Jo, aside frog bersonal publeelty, hatch all hemans line, one a bit o
f public relatiohs, 

what are 	other pose:ill.-  consequences? I wink you have aiben thin no taought, I think 

you should, ena I think, reeardleso of the odds, which can be argued,
 you run Sit.: risk of 

making of yourself another Uarrison. 	I would lii:: to avpit for y
ou aaefer us.. You 

just haven't thought thiS through and Perhaps may not be in a positio
n to. but what is 

lacking in your letter is any inquiry about what I was driving at. h
o you neither under-

stand it or, from your latter, aant to. It is real, not imagination o
n ay part. jhat the 

disc are can be argued, but are there any odds worth tile, risk if you
r seeine them can be 

counterproductive? 

I will not 	take the time oa the first letter or that of thio for further 

correspondence on this. lou era a free agent can can do or net do wha
tever it Is thaa you 

want to do or not do. But you are now aware of at least one aanl e opi
nion that unthinkingly 

or for whatever other reason, which can include so uawrothy a aotave 
as an ego kic.4, you 

persist in doing what can be wrong. And hurtful. T.o this I add that 
I don't think you can 

name anyone as conversant with the political ramifications of this in
 the overall or 

speafically, from what 1 have already comeunicated to you, with the 
dotailea knowledge of 

the medical evidence and what relates to it. I therefore ask myself w
hy does Cyril consult 

with others and not me, and to this I can find no comforting answer. 
Hence on this basis 

alone, can you anderstand that J-  might hold some ap rehensions? 

I can't continue this indefinitely. There is much I'd line to addres
s but each thing 

I do is at the cost of angther, and at my age I have for too L
ily years been wurkiag too 

long a clay under too many adverse conditions and severe nervous strai
ns. there are  a  few 

phrases you used to which I will make specific comment. "On the contr
ary, I feel that I 

have always been friendly and cooperative twoard you during these for
 years."  how about 

the converse? You have given me no information. I have given you much
. You have been friendly 

in saying nice things, but of the things wittin your capability, thi
s was the least helpful. 

Bneaine rie this simple thing I asked and had to write for repeatedly si
thout getting would 

have had soac ueaning. 1 repeat, to date you have riot done it. In th
is context, I skip to 

what I saw at the bottom, "However, I never thought of insulting you 
by offierina  koney."  

B'oue, aow, Vyril. it insults a drownine man to point a pole at
 him? It insults mu to aok 

if you can pay for some of the: xeroxing i get done a, the archive,
: that ebenfits us all, 

for some of the pictures I have shared with you, not the other say a
round. Let me add that 

• A 
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should,yo no* "insult" le by sending me a check, I'll return it promptly. 

"y reason for suyestiny that you refrain and think is not at all because, to paraphrase 
yojr .:orris, I thi I an onto oomething big. It has to do with the consequences you have 
not considered and apsear to be detrmined no to. I also pueoest that it is not what I am 
onto but -abut 1 have and have in a written book, so you should also uudarstano that it ill 
help me, not hurt me, should you see this film and come out and aake a stink. I have that 
book all oritten. 'thus my reasons are the hpoosite of selfish. To the best of my knoolodgee 
I are not only the only one whao has such a book, but the only one who can. 

I don t think you want to think. I am more than ov,,ry convinced that you seek glory. 
but on ,ho cflance I as wrong, let me suggest that you ask yourself another question: is 
there anything that makes you different from all the others who may ask, and T assume that 
nut Nichols will? Is teere any basis for believeing that there is more hazard in one whose 
credentials are as unique as yours and whose position is? Is there one other of your 
discipline who can duplicate you/ I think this is part of what you should be assessing. 

There is a question of whether or not you will or can be deceived. There is no 
question but that if you see any of the real film, you will aporeciate at least enough of 
what it shows. That you can fully apreciate it is another matoor, and can you wonder 
that I wonder that you have not taken the steps required o be in a position to derive 
full ep.;reciation? There is but one possible source, and that 	the one of which I know 
you hays not consulted. 1.ou have been in consultation with those: who can't give you this 
information, including one for whom my respect and admiration is wthout limit, but these 
are n* substitutes for specific ks owledged. sow, put yourself in oy position one ask your-
self if you would be without th,, question 1 h ve? On even the overlyQsioplified basis of 
motive? 

If 1 have said I expect oOhers to suesidize ay work, your words on page 2, I am not 
aware of it. I toink you misunderstood s000thing. I can shoo you lotoers in which I 
returned checks from p000lo I toough might mot be able to afford what small sums they 
suet me. Nor do I think it relevant to say that because you have made no money from your 
work on the case, that is tine sole basis for being able to nulp, as with making it ooseible 
for ao to buy orints and xeroxes. and as have been beseeching you to come and see what 
I have, as you well know, I have made my work freely available to others, in only a few 
cases with any rostrictions, but in no case have I over refused any serious ritic access 
to all th-t 1  have, I have at my own cost supolied all copies asked of me as very few others 
a()) and also at my own cost have arranged for the depositino of duplicates with those 1 
have felt I could trust. So, in real torms, the question is not at all either of a personal  
subsidy, the offensive basis on which you out it, or of others helping the g,nora, cause 
with only profits from what can't be profitable work. but so that the recorc can be further 
clear- and this nobody owes sic anything for, it is my own election- recently when I was 
preparing an affidavit to be recognized in forma oauperis I stopoed calculating my eobt 
when it exceeded the assessed value of ray property, when it was sooethiag over 430,000, 
and then did not include all of this debt. 1  have been without income for seven years. ..0o 
you doubt that like you I could make a decent living, could pick a few of the crumbs of life 
along the way? The one thing anyone, including you, who pretends any serious interest in the 
case does owe me is not to give me genuine insult, not the fraudulent one you auooested. 

You know, it also comes with poor ;race for you to protest how busy you are when you 
pretend a genuine interest in discovering truth. for example, in refusing to be a technical 
expert in a suit when I asked you, simply 'because you arc busy. You are not as busy as I, nor 
is enyone else of whom I know. I say this not for credit, for that also is my ..lection. 'oster-
day i worked almost 22 hours. sad I've boon doing tide for seven years. Lo I have to tell a 
doctor the probable cost? I also wrote you and told you I hao hit upon a formula with which we 
could both break the case wide open, and to date you have not responded, not even celled 
to ask me what it is. lreverse the positions and ask yourself if you would be without question. 
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Without doubt I did personalize, but my purposes were not those you attribute. I 

cannot fairly say you are without some justification intaking it the w_y you seem to have. 

Unfortunately, i  can afford the luxury of taking time to reread what i write, I work hours 

no sensible man would or should, and one of the inevitable consequences is a wish: of mis-

speaking, unclarity or giving the wrong impression. b'hen yesterday i began working again 

an hour and a half after I had gone to bed, I ran such a risk. When I start work at 4 

a.m. as often I do, which givc me only slightly more sleep, the same consequences are 
real, as I can undersatd. ihis can, as I also und,rstand, lead to giving wrong or false 

impressions. hiy purpose, as best I can now recall my ddressing that bart, was to ask a 
searching of the 	to ask if all the consequnees couls be only positive, if all those 

things others have done, including with their money (which each, without doubt, has the 

right to spend as he or she will) accomplished the purposes intended and wh.:ther, in fact, 
tney could of. I also wanted and want you to know that I have not ruined my life for the 

future and for these many long past years for a futility, to hnvc the whole thing ruined 
by anyone if I can can anything about it, regardless of the purity of motive of anyone. 
I think I used the figure of paving roads to hell. We have too many already. 

Cyril, you are as strong—willed as you ar intelligent and will do what you want. 

There is niothing I can do about that. I halve, whiwth.r or not in the way you would like, 
undertaken two things: to make you the beneficiary of an enormous and costly labor by me 

Withut asking for a cunt in return, d(.pite your gratuitous insult on this scori, and this 

have have declined; and 1 have undertaken to ilert you to what you will in time come to 

regard as a s..rious mistake if it achieves the potential that is possible. I can and I 
will do no more. This includes going without another minute of sleep to carry .ither 
forward, to give up constructive work for tip.: same purposes. You will do as you will in 
any ovent. Tnnt you h.ve not und,•rtakon to even Sig .013t you sight be interest is 1-:111 
what I fear I read clarly one way: you don't care. Hence opect no more letters, oven if 

solibited. 

But this will not be my last word if you do accomplish what can in even the slightest 

degree be hurtful to what so many of us have sought for so long, for what so 1,a 14.  have 
made real sacrifices for and I think you do not fit in this category). 

1 do not know if :rou can unshranci. my sorrow and rrets thLA i t has come to this. 

sincerely, 

:Harold '.ieisberg 
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OFFICE OF THE CORONER 

October 25, 1971 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Coq d'Or Press 
Route #8 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Harold: 

I was rather surprised to receive your letter of 8 October 1971. I do not 
honestly believe that I have done anything to merit such a strong attack by you. 
On the contrary, I feel that I have always been friendly and cooperative toward 
you during these past few years. 

, If I did not inform you that I was submitting a request to the National 
Archivist to review the autopsy materials, it certainly was not because of any 
deception on my part. In fact, now that you have brought this matter up, I must 
say that I would have simply assumed that you, or any other knowledgeable critic 
with whom I have maintained some contact during the past few years, would have 
realized that I would be making such a request at the appropriate time. 

Whether or not I will be deceived or fully appreciate what I would be re-
viewing, assuming that my requested is acted upon affirmatively, remains to be 
seen. In any event, I do not think that it is reasonable or proper for you to re-
quest that everyone else refrain from making any moves to review the autopsy 
materials at the Archives, simply because you believe you are "on to something 
big" . 

With regard to your impoverished condition, please be assured that I am 
truly most sympathetic. However, I would never have thought of insulting you 
by offering money. While it is true that I make a good living, I am not in a 



Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Page 2 
October 25, 1971 

position to subsidize your investigative efforts (or anyone else's) in this or other 
related and similar matters. How you have come to believe that other people should 
subsidize your work is beyond my reasoning. This is particularly true insofar as 
I am concerned, for I have made no money from my activities re: the JFK-WCR issue. 

I certainly continue to wish you the very best in your exhaustive investi-
gative efforts, and I regret that you have seen fit to personalize this matter in the 
way that you have. 

Sincerely yours, 

Cyril H 	echt, M.D., J.D. 

CHW/mg 


